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Telephone (603)474 9521-=
.

h (J Facsimile 1603)4/4 2987
_- Energy Service Corporation Ted c. reigenbaum

Senior Vice President and
Chief Nuclear Officer -

NYN- 92100

July 17,1992

. United States Nucleas Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 205f5

Attention: Document Control Desk
-

Reference: Facility Operating License No. NPIL86, Docket No. $0-443

Subject: Licensee Event Report (LER) 92 07-00: Non-compliance With Technical
Specification 3.8.1 Action Requirenents

Gentlemen:

Enclosed please find Licensee Event Report (LER) No. 92 07 00 for Seabrook Station.
- This submittal documents two related events which occurred on June 17 and 18,1992. These
events are being reported to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i).

Should you require further inforruation regarding this matter, please contact Mr. James
M. Peschel, Regulatory Corupliance Manager at (603) 474-9521, extensinn, 3772,

,

Very truly~yours, '/

I # MI? 4 W
-(Ted C Felgenbaum -

_TCF:MDO/act - -

'

cc: Mr. Thomas T Martin Mr. Noel Dudley.Regional Adn.inistrator
.NRC Senior Resident Inspe: tor

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission P.O. Box 1149
Region 1 .
475 Allendale Road .

Seabrook, NH 03874

King of Prussia, PA 19406
~

Mr. Gordon E. Edison, Sr. Project Manager 'INPO
-

Project. Directorate I 3 Records Center
Division of Reactor Projects 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Atlanta, GA 30339.

Washington, DC 20555

. d U b_.5 uh
p

a member of the Northeast Utilities cystem '
I9207210009 920717 i

PDR- ADOCK 05000443 / 6S PDR *
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On- June 17,1992 at 0500 the 'B' train Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) [EK] was removed from
-service to perform cylinder inspections. While the "B' train EDG was inoperable, two events occurred -

|which resulted in non compliance with Technical Specifications.

. EVENT-.1 On June -17,1992 at 1415 it was discovered that the 'A' train Containment Enclosure
Emergency Air Cleanup System (EAH) [VC] was inoperable due to the performance of an instrument

T ealibration ~on ' charging pump room exhaust fan EAH FN 180A. This calibration activity rendered fan
EAH FN 180A incapable of automatically starting. The fan was capable of being manually started
throughout this event. This resulted in non-compliance with Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, ACTION
c,1, as the 'A' train P C' was inoperable for a period that exceeded the first 2 hours that the "B'
train EDG was inope. At 1743 of the same day, the 'A' train EAH was returned to an.

. OPERABLE status.

EVENT 21 On June 18 1992 at '0610 it was discovered that OPERABILITY of the 'A' train EDO
had not- been demonstrated by the performance of Surveillanc: Requirement 4.8.1.1.2a.5) within 24
hours -'as required by Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, ACTION a. By 0638 -of the same day,
OPERABILITY- of the"A' train EDG- had been verified.

In each event the appropriate ACTION statement was entered and the inoperabt.c equipment was
returned to-OPERABLE status. The Operations Manager has reviewed the events with the. Operations
shift personnel.

f A review of the applicable Instrumentation & Control (I&C) procedures will be performed to determine.

if ' sufficient guidance is contained in the procedures to address Limiting Conditions for Operation and
entering- ACTION statements during maintenance activities. In addition, North Atlantic is reviewing
the method used to track and schedule event driven surveillances to determine if enhanced methods
-of. tracking can be utilized.
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On June 17,1992 at 0500 the "B" train Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) [EK] was removed
from service to perform cylinder inspectior.s. Weile the "lP train EDG was inoperable, two events
occurred which resulted in non-compliance with 'lechnical Specifications.

EVENT 1

On June 17,1992 at 1415 it was discovered that the "A" t.ain Containment Endosure Emergency
Air Cleanup System (EAH) [VC) was inoperable due to the c!ibratien of a pressure switch for
charging - pump room exhaust fan EAll-FN-ISCA. The calibraticn activity rendered fan
EAH FN-180A incapable of automatically starting. Fan EAll-FN-180A was capable of being started -
manually throughout this evett.

The containment enclosure is the ccondary containment barrier that prevents the release of
radioactive material to the environment. The containment enclosure is automatically isolated in
the event of a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA). Under normal conditions makuup air to the
charging pump rooms is supplied by way cf the contait. ment enclosure ventilation area which is
supplied by the Primary Auxiliary Building (. AB) supply fans. The charging pump rooms are
exhausted through the PAB cleanup exhnust system to the atmosphere via the unit plant vent.
Under LOCA conditions, return airflow from the charging pump rooms will step; pressure
differential switches will detect the loss of airflow; and the chargin,9 pump room :xhaust fans
(EAH UN 180A and EAH-FN-180B) will start to recirculate air E orn the charging pump rooms
back to the containment enclosure area. The pressure switch being calibrated was the one that
would automatically start fan EAH-FN-180A. Therefore fan EAH FN-180A was inoperable wiiile
the switch was being calibrated,

Technical Specification 3.8.L1, ACTION c.1 states in part:

"With one diesel generator inoperable in addition to ACTION a. or b. above, verify that:

1. All required systems, subsystems, . rains, components, and devices that depend
on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator as a source of emergency
power are also OPERABLE,

If these conditions are not sa'isfied within 2 hours be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and COLD SilUTDOWN within the Collowing 30 hours."

Fan EAH FN 180A is censidered a subsystem in support of Train "A" Containment Enclosure
Emergency Air Cleanup System. Therefore, non-compliance with Technica! Specification 3.8.1.1,
ACTION c.1 resulted because the "A" train EAll was inoperable for a period exceeding the first
2 hours that the "B" train EDG was inoperable. If a required system or train is inoperable, two
hours are allowed to return the system or train to an OPERABLE status or a plant shutdown must-

be initiated. The following actions occurred on June 17, 1992 relative to this event:

Time Action -

1130' Calibration started on the pressure differential switch for fan EAH.FN-180A.

1415 Ei.tered T.S. 3.8.1.1, ACTION c.1 because the "A" train EAH was determined to be
inoperabb while the "B" train EDG was also inoperable, even though "A" train EAH had
the capability to be started manually.
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. Time Action

16071 ;Manuai.y started fan EAH.FN.180A to' place the fan in its safeguard positier, and exited
.|T.S. 3.8.1.1, z ACTIO N c.1.

1650 Determineil that fan EAH.FN-180A was-not in its safeguard position since the fan would
not automatically start if a Loss of Offsite PoweiiSafety injection (LOP /SI) event were to
occur. : Re entered T.S. 3.8.1.1, ACTION c.1 and began preparations for a plant shutdown.

i
.

6
,- _

Declared fan EAH.PN 180A to be OPERABLE and exited T.S. 3.8.1.1, ACTION c.1._1743 ,

[ EVENT 2
'

LOn June 18,1992 at.0610 it was discovered that OPERABILITY of the "A* traic EDO had not
.-been demonstrated by the performance of Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2a.5) within 24 hours

as required byjTechnical Specification 3.8.1.1, ACTION a.

Technical Specification 3.8.1.1,-ACTION a states in part:.

'With either a'n offsite circuit or diesel generator of the above required A.C. clectrical
' power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPER ABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources
_ by performing Specification 4.8.1.1.la within I hour and at least once per S hours
thereafter and Specification 4.8.1.1.2a.5) within 24 hours;"-

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.la was performed within 11 hour and at least once per 8 hours
thereafter- as specified in the Technical Specifications. Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2a.5 was
performed within 25 hours 38 minutes,1 hour and 38 minutes longer 'han required,

: An' EDG is OPERABLE-if it can be started and attain rated voltage and frequency within the-

required time.. Technical Specification 3.0.3 was entered 1due to the failure to completc the
ACTION requirement; of Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, ACTION a. within the required time. The
following actions' occurred relative to this. event:

.

Time' Action F

f0610 - Entered Technical Specification- 3.0.3 -due to the failure to complete the requirements of
. Technical Specification 3.8.1,1c, ACTION a. within the required time.

R
U 0638- Started the "A" train EDG, verified that rated voltage and frequency were attained within-

the| required times and exited T.S. 3.0.3.

EVENT CAUSES
.

: EVENT,1

1The cause of'this' event-was determined to be personnel error. Specifically, there was inadequate-

~ communication between an I&C technician and the Work Control Coordinator. The technician
performing the procedure realized that the fan ~ would become inoperable' but, during the pre-job

1 briefing he was not successful in: communicating this Lto the individual responsible. for- controlling
work in .the plant. In addition, the lack of adequate procedural guidance contributed to the event. ;

L
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The procedure IS1624.327, "P-5027 Charging Pump Room Return Duct Pressure - Train A,' used
to calibrate the pressure switch did not state that performance of the procedure would remme the
ability of the fan to automatically start, thereby causing the fan to be considered inoperable.

EVE.<T 2
l

The cause of this event was determined to be personnel error. Specifically, there was an inadequate )
ishift turnover briefing due to miscommunication. Tae requirement to complete the surveillance for

the "A" train EDG was verbally communicated to the oncoming shift but not recorded on the shift
turnover briefing sheet. ;

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS j

1. The appropriate Technical Specification ACTION statements wen entered and the inoperable
equipment was returned to OPERABLE status. ;

)

2. The Plan of the Day (POD) process was revised to ensure that work activities not completed )
during their assigned system week are either postponed to the next week when the affected !

train is removed from service or are reviewed to ensure they can be worked in the opposite ;
train system week without adversely affecting train operability

3. The Operations Manager reviewed the events with the Operations shift persom el to emphasi7e
close scrutiny of non technical specification work items for their effect on s < stems required
by the Technical Specifications, diligent tracking of action requirements and w itten discussion
on turnover notes.

4 A review will be performed of the applicable Instrumentation & Control (l&C) procedures to
determine if sufficient guidance is contained in the procedures to address Technkal
Specification Limiting Conditions for Operation and the entry into ACTION statements during
maintenance activitics. This review is scheduled to be completed by January 30, 1993-

5. The method' utilized. by Control Room personnel to track and schedule event d rive n
surveillance requirements will be reviewed to determine if a revision can be made to provide
enhanced tracking capability. This review is scheduled to be completed by January 15, 1993.

6, A. Training Development Request (TDR) will be submitted to request training regarding
disable nents of automatic functions for Engineered Safety Features equipment. The TDR is
scheduled' to be submitted to Training by August 30, 1992.

7. A review will be performed of Technical Clarification 145, "EAH and CB A Sptem Components
Required to be OPERABLE in MODEF $4," to determine if additional guidance is required
regarding the automatic start feature for fans EAH.FN-IS0A and EAll-FN-IFOB. This review-

is scheduled to be completed by August 30, 1992.

8. A Technical Clarification will be developed to list the systems that must be reviewed f or
,

i OPERABILITY per Technical Specification 3.8.L1, ACTION cd when an EDG is determined
to be inoperable. This Technical Clarification is scheduled to be issued by April 1,1993.

.
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SAFET_Y EVAL UATION

There were no adverse safety consequences as a result of these events.

The ability to 'nanually start fan EAll-FN 180A. was maintained throughout the event. The
operation of this fan is monitored from the main control board. If the fan had not started when
requised, the operators- woulo have been alerted -to this by the absence of correct status light

_

indication or an elevated temperature in the charging pump cubicles. Either of these indications
would have alerted the operator of the need to start the fan.

-

UAdditionally,- for events occtirring without a loss of offsite power, fan EAll-FN 180B remained *

-_ available for operation. Either fan EAH FN 180A or EAH FN 180B has the ability to recirculate -
air from the charging pump cubicles back to_ the containment enclosure area.

The OPERABILITY of-the 'A' train EDG was demonstrated by' performance of the EDO i

surveillance. - Therefore, it was OPERABLE throughout the event and the ability of the engine to
start-when required _was' maintained.- p

f,REVIOUS OCCURRENCES

-This is the--first event ,of this- type at Seabrook Station. At the time of the event the plant was
in MODE 1 at 100% poter.
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